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All Organized!
By  IK L
Friday, October 3, the Inter-Organization Council held its
first meeting. The Inter-Organization Council is newly
formed under the new Student Government Constitution.
The Inter-Organization Council is comprised of represen-
tatives from all chartered clubs. It is the function of the In-
ter-Organization to have jurisdiction over all matters per-
taining to clubs. It is the job of the council to grant new
clubs charters, approve all budgets, and student activities,
etc.
At the meeting the perspective representatives gathered
to elect new officers. Fred Schalfer was elected chairman,
Maureen Buckley was elected secretary, Anthony Sloan was
elected associate justice, and Flou Stern was eleceted to the
executive committee. Second on the agenda was the deciding
of permanent day and time for the meeting. It was decided
(Continued on Page 7)
NURSES HOLD OPEN HOUSE
On Sunday, October 5, the Nursing student who live in the Nurses
School and Residence held their first open house.
The Open House serves as a chance for the new freshmen class to
show off their new surroundings to their family and friends. The
Nursing Center is located on Eastchester Road and Pelham Parkway,
The future nurses met the occassion as being the most gracious
hostesses. All guests signed the Guest Book. The guests were allowed
to inspect the th,e living quarters. There are ten floor on which the
nursing students live. Each floor has fourty rooms, a lounge equipped
with a television, stereo, and kitchen.
The guest were most impressed with the swimming pool, Pent-
House, dinning-room and the main lounge. The swimming pool is
located in the basement. The Pent-House is located on the fourteenth
floor. The Pent-House is equipped with rooms to hold club meetings.
The rooms also have a piano for the enjoyment of those students who
play. On the thirteenth floor is the location of the infirmary. The in-
firmary is kept active 24 hours a day.
The main lounge is on the main floor. The lounge is equipped so
that the students can entertain any visitors that come to visit.
The dining room is on the mail floor. The nurses receive three meals
a day there. The dining room is beautifully done, it has its own bal-
cony. It is also the site of many faculty dinners.
The classroom are located on the second floor, located also, are two
science labs, and a nursing lab.
STARTS
The Bronx Community College
Student Branches of the IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers) are starting
off the new college year with
an action-packed program which
includes demonstration, lecturers,
films on electronics, field trips
to leading electronics companies,
and social get together on festive
occasion.
The elected officers for the
Day Branch (Prof. Stella Lawr-
ence, Faculty Advisor), for 1969-
1970, are:
Samuel Feldstein, Richard de
Lalla, Michael St. Cyr, Co-Chair-
men; Robert A. Smythe II, Vice
Chairman; Car Seun Moy, Sec-
retary; Gon Ting, Treasurer.
The Day Branch meets at 12:15




On Monday, September 29, 1969,
the Board of Higher Education
named Community College VIII,
scheduled to open in the South
Bronx next year, for the Puerto
Rican educator and 18th Century
revolutionist, Eugenio Maria de
Hostos. It will make Hostos Col-
lege the first continental U.S.
Institution of higher education
to be named for a Puerto Rican.
The name was proposed by
Board of Higher Education mem-
ber Louis Quero Chiesa, and was
approved by a unanimous vote of
the Advisory Board of Commun-
ity College VIII, composed of 9.8
community leaders in the South
Bronx.
Hostos is the seventh com-
munity college within the City
University of New York system.
Its president is Dr. Nasry Michs-
len, former Lincoln Hospital ad-
ministrator, and its Dean of Ad-
ministration is Candido deLeon,
former assistant to CUNY Chan-
cellor Albert H. Bowker.
The college will specialize in
programs to students seeking
careers in health and the social
services.
It will be affiliated with Lin-
coln Hospital and have close
working relationships with
CUNY's Hunter College Health
Sciences Institute, Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, and the Al-
bert Einstein School of Medicine.
Staff and faculty recruiting are
now underway for the college
which plans to have flexible pro-
grams and class schedules to ac-
commodate high school graduates
as well as adults who require
study hours to match their
working schedules.
By ARLENE ZELDIN
The audio-lab run by the lan-
guage department here at BCC
is a recarkable stride forward
in the progress of teaching for-
eign language in the city schools.
The supervisor of the lab, Mrs.
Sexton, a woman who does an
excellent job in running the audi-
lab in a smooth fashion.
The policy at BCC has been
that each student taking a for-
eign language 11 must attend
the lab for a half an hour a week
at his discretion.
In the lab there are thirty
Photo by Gordon Chin
booths, each containing a tape
player and a set of earphones.
At the lab the student may gain
help in mastering one of as many
as six foreign languages, the
main ones being Spanish, French,
Italian and German.
The student may be assisted
by any one of many aides sta-
tioned in the lab. One aide who
does his job particularly well is'
Angel Matos.
the order of operations at the
lab are quite simplified, and tha
student should not have any





The American Red Cross wishes
the students and faculty to be
informed on some data which
most people are totally unaware
of. Figures show 413 men are
prisoners of war and 918 are
missing and believed captured.
Who knows how many, more have
not been counted. The Red Cross
feels that Americans should in-
sist on humane treatment.
It is sad to say that we do
not know the actual inside story
of what is happening to these
prisoners of war. Delegates of
the Committee of the Red Cross
have not been allowed into the
prisoners' camps. They do nos
have the names of the prisonprs,
nor has much correspondence
been allowed. What is so secrec-
tive about the conditions they
exist in North Vietnam. North
Vietnam is a signator of the 1949
Geneva Convention, yet we still
can not receive information about
our captured Americans.
We are urgins not just by
the Red Cross but, by our own
consciences not to forget these
men. So lets all dig in and try
to get some action.
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Studen t trails 0
The first meeting of the Inter-Organization Council was
poorly run. There was no microphone, so that the chairman
could not be heard. The representatives strolled in, in pairs,
so that the role had to be taken four times, which wasted
twenty- to twenty- five minutes.
The council elected their officers. Fred Schalfer, chair-
man ; Maureen Buckley, secretary ; Anthony Sloan, associate
justice, and Flou Stern as the representative to the executive
committee. The Council also voted that all its meetings be
on Fridays at three o'clock.
Flou Stern, the representative to the executive committee,
is a nursing student. She made it quite clear to the council
that she had cut class to attend the meeting and could not
cut again without being tossed out of the program. Still the
council passed the motion that the meeting be held on Fri-
days. The council neglected to note that Miss Stern has the
most important vote in the council. She is now a member of
the highest branch of student government, that being the
executive committee.
This is another failure on the part of student government
and their leaders to remember what they did from one mo-
ment to the next.
All the nursing representatives are upper classmen, and
all upper classmen have classes at the same time. It is un-
likely that they would send a freshmen because they have
ihot been in BCC long enough to know its problems. The
girls also must learn to adjust to the curriculum.
The council must be fair and choose another time. This
newspaper takes a dim view of the fact that the second larg-
est curriculum has been left without a voice in government
if the day and time are not changed.
The Communicator wishes to
extend its apologies to Teddy
Chin and Michael Lewis Bailey.
The two gentlemen mentioned
above were interviewed by Bruce
Schwartz for the column "Opinion
You". The printer mixed up the
pictures and articles leading to
the misprint. .
.The statement "A countrywide
strike against schools and busi-
nesses . . ." in the October 9, 1969
issue of The Communicator,
should have read; A countrywide
strike by schools and businesses.
We extend our apologies to all
for this error.
We Moved
On Tuesday, October 14, Com-
municator offices were moved to
the Fordham Center. We are now
presently located in a micros-
copic-sized room, Z 119,- located
in the basement. Please visit. All
Moratorium ' stories will appear
in our next issue, October 29.
FOLK FESTIVAL
Folk, Pop, Rock Singers, enter




The staff of the Communica-
tor wishes to express its deepest
sympathy on the death last week
of Biology Professor Irwm Sayer.
Professor Sayer died of a blood
clot which «he suffered as .a, re-
sult of an automobile accident.
Applications for the officers
of President, Treasurer and Cur-
ruculum Senators are available
from Mrs. Vines, Coordinator of
Student Activities and frorii Glenn
Tepper, Election Chairman.
All articles submitted for pub-
lication to the Communicator
must be typed in double space
with a margin of 15 and 75. This
is necessary to facilitate layout
and printing of the article. If not,








Attention all BCC students! Do you have any complaints about
matters pertaining to college? Anything that you want changed or
started ? If you do, use the COMMUNICATOR to voice your opinions.
We want your views. COMMUNICATOR is your newspaper. All let-
ters should be brought over to the school Publications Office or sent
to Mailbox E-34. The letters must not be slanderous. They must be
signed, but names will be withheld on request. Voice your opinions in
the COMMUNICATOR now!
SDS Replies To The Pigs
In the October 9 issue of the Facist Funnies, otherwise known as
the BCC Communicator, SDS was attacked on two grounds. The first
charge was that we had embezzled, ripped-off, or in some mysterious
way, probably used some of Student Government funds to print up
the leaflets that we had handed out at Freshmen Orientation and sines
then. The other charge was that we were pigs. This was charged
when one of the Communicator's sharp, investigative reporters found
several slogans written on the walls of the college.
With all due disrespect to the fools who have to write this trash
every week, it would have been the simplest thing for them to find
out how we got this money and equipment if they had put all their
little brains together and come to our meetings which are held Thurs-
day at noon in room 5-19, and asked us. However, if they had done
this they would have found out the truth and then they couldn't have
written that cute little column. The truth about how we printed up the
sheets is simple. WE borrowed six reems of paper from the school
and agreed to pay this back when we became a chartered club. If we,
for some reason, were not to become a chartered club we would pay
it back anyway. All the rest of the paper, plus the equipment to do
the printing was gotten with no help at all from the school.
As far as defacing the walls of the school is concerned, all we can
say to the Communicator is your full of crap. True, we did see slo-
gans bearing our name written on the school outside and inside. The
charge of defacing the outside of the school is surprising because the
paper was never upset about the hundred or so other slogans that
have been scribbled on the wall long before ours were even conceived
• of. It must have taken the person who wrote our slogan on the wall
at least a day just to find enough space to put it up. As far as the
inside walls go, the small amount of writing would hardly warrant
the charge of defacing.
It is just an attempt by the administration of the school and the
jerks who write this paper to smear SDS. We are serving warning
on them that they won't. We may not be as loud and noticeable as
last year, but we'll be just as present.
Editor's Reply: . .
First of all the Communicator or otherwise know as the Facist
Funnies is pleased to know that at least some of our copy is being
noticed.
Secondly, we want to thank SDS for answering our charges. How-
ever, I think that calling us Fascist is rather juvenile and stupid, be-
cause your type of group seems to call every body a fascist pig if
they don't agree with you.
Deface according to the dictionary, according to official Communi-
cator Fascist Dictionary) is "to mar the face of appearance of; dis-
figure." As shown in the Communicator the walls were obviously de-
faced according to the dictionary meaning which is quite clear. And
it also does not matter how much you wrote, but the fact that you;
did it.
According to your response we never were upset about the deface-
ments on the wall. As a matter of fact this defacement was men-
tioned previously on Tuesday, November 12, 1968, issue of ih°, Com*
municator, in the Magazine section. We invite you to come in and see
it for yourself if you don't believe it. It is not an attempt by the ad-
ministration because they have nothing to do with the paper to smear
you. We do not have to attempt to smear you either, because with all
the sinedring you do on our walls, you smear yourself.
ur new room is Z-119.
Dear NAncy Nurse:
It's nice to see that a student at the Main Building has taken an
"interest" in the Nursing Center. But may I make a couple of sug-
gestions? First of all, don't knock our faculty. We happen to appre-
ciate the interest and the conscious effort they show in educating us..
Maybe it can be a little nerve-racking to see the "instructors toes
behind the curtains," but she is there for a reason. And that reason
is to teach us the techniques of good nursing care. If any member of
my family or myself were admitted to a hospital, I'd like to know
that there was a capable nurse there to take care of us. One who had
made it through the "supposedly toughest curriculum— at BCC." May-
be you don't care what kind of nurse takes care of you, but I'm sure
mosst people do.
Secondly, if this column is going to be based on facts, let's look at
some real facts. The Secretarial, Accounting, Business, etc., curricula
graduated 74 students in June, 1969; the Liberal Arts curriculum grad-
uated 73 students and the Nursing Curriculum graduated 113 stu-
dents for June of 1969. What do these figures tell you? If this is
supposedly the toughest curriculum at BCC, why is our number of
graduates so much higher than that of other curricula?
Thirdly, Business and Commerce is the second largest curriculum
at BGC arid the Nursing curriculum is the third largest. This is based
on the figures of the last registration. If you have any more ques-
(Cotitinued on Page 7)





As you read this article, as you read the contents of this journal.
dozens of brave young Americans,will die for a cause which many of
them do not believe in; for a cause that, to many, does not exist. They
are sons and brothers, fathers and husbands. They are all races, all
colors, all religions, but the one common denominator is the fact that
they are all brave Americans with an unquenchable desire to return
home.
Like many young Americans, our young in uniform are caught up
in this ugly war machine. Where we have the right, indeed the moral
obligation, to voice our protests against this obscene and senseless
war, they have no course of action. It is our duty, therefore, to re-
member these brave young men when we think about protests. It is
our duty to voice support for them, when we voice our hatred for
this war.
Our uniformed young are extremely aware of American activities,
they read about massive anti-war demonstrations and wait to hear
about a demonstration that will show that we are aware of their
situation and sympathetic towards it. By not voicing this declaration,
by missing that portion of this war, one may assume that" American
protestors are not supporting their situation. ... ; . ';.
There are many Vietnam veterans attending, BGC who would readily
join a protest demonstration to end this nightmare, but who cannot,
simply because they cannot forget their friends who died there, er
those who still wait to come home.
Because past protests have neglected to show support for those in
Triform who oppose the war, and because October 15th was to be a
day without this support, veterans could not be expected to agree with
these demonstrations. Those students who have friends or relatives
in Vietnam cannot be expected to join in this protest either, until
this omission is rectified.
For the school to close its doors because of nation-wide demonstra-
tions which are not thoughtfully constructed, one hundred per cent
of the student population must be in full agreement. If our doors
closed on October 15, this school would have joined a protest that has,
like countless others in the past, totally ignored the fact that young
Americans are dying for a cause which they might be equally against.
Our system of democracy thrives on dissent. If the voices of dissent
should be stilled, this country could not survive. It is our obligation,
therefore, to find out where each of us stands in regard to this war.
Indecision has led us to where we are today. It is time to stand up
and be counted. However, when we decide to protest, it must not be
p. quick decision. Our declarations must be well thought over. If we -
fail to do this, our protests are useless. Our protests must be as com-
plete and flawless as is humanly possible. If we fail in thi respect, we
cannot expect the support we need, and we leave ourselves subject to
unneecled criticism.
The point here is a simple one: we can, at the same time, show ouv
hatred for this war while showing support for those Americans to-
tally involved. We can, and we must, or full student support cannot
and must not be expected.
If portions of the faculty at this school want to suspend classes for
one day, this is their prerogative. It is a known fact that many classes
were cancelled last semester in order to give students the opportunity
to go to Albany and protest against unfair budget cuts. The school
however, did not shut its doors then, when the issue threatened the
very life of the city school system.
The faculty could not have closed down this school in response to.
or in sympathy with the scheduled anti-war protests. To have done
so was to take for granted that every student and faculty member
was in complete agreement with the demonstration. This is not only a
false belief, it is a grave error. This school could not dictate such
policy to the students or faculty.
This school must have remained open on October 15, 1969. If not,
we would have prohibited opposition to the protest; we would have
prevented the voices of dissent to be heard, and, like it or not, thn






The nursing curriculum is two
years long (or short, depending
on your point of view). It does
not include nights, weekends,
holidays, or summers. In the
words of Dr. Perlmuter, head of
the department and also its co-
ordinator, "It takes (only) 54
weeks to make you into a nurse."
A year anxi 2 weeks. Wow. That
seems very profound, to say the
least. In this short space of time,
one is expected to become a pro-
fessional. One assimilates not
only knowledge but (supposedly)
professional attitudes and vir-
tues. The student shall have an
open mind and a moderate de-
gree of intelligence. No empty
minds, nor dogmatism tolerated.
The student swinger, because
of her hectic social life, some-
times has problems keeping up.
The one who decides to" work
often doesn't keen up." The mar-
ried student is the serious stu-
dent, especially if she knows her
R.N. will put hubby through
school. The 40 year old mother
with five kids knows she had bet-
ter be a good student. The rest,
with no excuse, just plod along.
The hospital staff will say,
"Oh, you're a nurse in just 2
years? How nice." R.N.'s age 50
and up will say, "You 2-yeac
graduates just don't get enough
experience." The BCC student
doesn't know it she's learning
enough. And sometimes this nags
at her conscience. But free time,
and lots of it, help to ease the
pain. A nice way of getting
around the no-experience angle
is working in hospitals on week-
ends as an Aide or P.N. (prac-
tical nurse). It also takes care of
the money problem. One often
wonders which takes priority.
The 35 credits one accumulates
in nursing are one more than
half the number needed to grad-
uate. (A total of 68.) Eleven
more are in the sciences; ana-
tomy and physiology, bacteriol-
ogy, and biochemistry. The re-
maining 22 credits are scatterej
among the humanities, social
sciences, and gym. Psychology
and sociology seem applicable to
nursing. Therefore, they are
tolerated. But, oh, how they love
English! When it dawns on them
that some of their number can't
tell a verb from a noun, and can
spell neither, they learn to toler-
ate English. And then there's
everybody's first love, history.
Question: "Why can't we learn
about famous doctors?" Answer:
Maybe it would be nice to know
something besides nursing? Con-
trary to popular opinion, God
did not decree nursing to pervade






"Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord," that
was a popular song sung during the American Civil War. Or maybe
it was the brave words of Dr. Martin Luther King, "I've been to the
top of the mountain, I've seen the promised land." Or maybe it wan
the civil rights song "We shall overcome." Frankly, I don't care what
it was. I'm just glad that the American society has finally recognized
that people of the minority groups have the same rights as all
Americans.
People of the minorities have become organized in their quest for
those all important jobs that are given to people on the basis of their
deeds equal rights. American society has made some great steps in
seeing and not the color of their skin.
April 3rd, 1968, Martin Luther King was assassinated. His funeral
was held April 5th. The news media and television media gave Martin
Luther King full coverage which went on for approximately twenty
hours. On the day of the funeral, the baseball season was scheduled
to open, but it was delayed to pay full respect to Martin Luther
King. In the past there have been two major world wars and the base-
ball season went on as scheduled. Ten years ago it would almost seem
impossible to forego the thought of national homage to Martin Luther
King, a Negro. It was done because Martin Luther King Belonged to
the American People and not just the Negroes.
In Washington, D.C., under the Johnson administration, a black
man was placed on the bench of the highest court in the land, that
being the Supreme Court. In Washington, D.C., the first black senator
was elected since the reconstruction days of the Civil War. In 1968
the constituents of Bedford-Stuyvesan sent Congress its first black
congresswoman. American society is realizing that black people have
the right to be leaders as well as whites.
On local basis throughout the United States through the time span
of 1968-1969 three black men have been elected mayors of three
major cities.
Members of the minorities today are receiving a better education,
technical training and higher paying jobs. People of the minorities
are well aware of the fact that education is the only way to succeed
in their future endeavors. New York City has taken a great step for-
ward in preparing students of minority background for college. New
York City has instituted THE COLLEGE BOUND PROGRAM. The
College Bound Program is designed to give students in high school,
knowledge of college work before they actually get there. Stressed
mainly in this program are the subjects English and Mathematics.
New York City also offers courses to those who can't afford to go to
college under the programs SEEK and College Discovery. It is a
statistical fact that within ten years the bulk of New York's elemen
tary and secondary school teachers will be either black or Puerto Ri-
cans, as quoted by Dr. Thomas Mulkeen.
In order that members of the minorities achieve their quest for
equal rights it is imperative, although, it won't be easy, to block out
the past. They must be totally aware that they cannot hold the fore-
fathers of whites of yesteryear for the new generation. It was a
moral wrong for the whites to put black people in bondage. It is a
greater moral wrong to live in the past and think only of the past
and at the same-time to improve the future.
As the black man is asking the white man for an equal chance of
success, the white man is asking the black people the chance to right
the wrongs of centuries ago.
People of the minorities don't want anything that they do not
believe is theirs rightfully. All they ask for *s the same opportunity
the white man has in American society today.
America, get ready because there is a new breed of future black
teachers, doctors, lawyers, etc., waiting to take their place in Amer-
ican society. There will be no looking backwards, only looking for-
ward to achieve an American society where everyone is truly equal.
PICK UP ...
. . . Xtra cash working part or full-time.
Work when and where you want. For info:
Arty, GPO, Box 1372, New York, N. Y. 10001



















I am sure all of you, regardless of what political faction you may
ally yourself with, have noticed the disorders brought about in our
country by the war in Vietnam. These disorders are most acute in
regards to the young because it is the young our country turns to f 01
soldiers to fight the wars. Because many young people have decided
the war is wrong, attention has been focused upon the draft, the in-
strument which used by the law makes these men fight. There are tow
very general reasons why many of us feel the war is wrong and
refuse to go into the Armed Services:
1—We feel the war is wrong on either a political, sociological,
philosophical level or,
2—We feel the war is wrong on a religious or moral level and
that to kill another person is unjust.
For those of us who fall into the first category there is only on"
alternative to the draft situation, either we leave the country or WP
leave society by being imprisoned. The second category happens to
be filled with people who are more fortunate because within the Selec-
tive Service law there is a provision for them — Conscientious Objec-
tor classification.
ACCORDING TO LAW, WHO SHALL BE
CONSIDERED A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR
The draft law states anyone
". . . why my reason of religious training and belief is conscien-
tiously opposed to participation in war in any form . . ." in effect
will be classified as a conscientious objector {O). Section 6(j) .
Military Selective Service act of 1967).
This quote taken from the law must be carefully examined before
judgment is passed, because it is very misleading. The word "belief,"
because of a 1965 Supreme Court decision (Seeger vs. U.S.) means
belief other than in religion. Because of this decision there have been
people classified .as COs who have testified that they are complete
atheists, yet do not believe in war or killing another human being.
-frC-yan are a person who falls into category number two and can legiti-
mately'leel the above quote.,fits your attitude, then you are qualified,
as a conscientious objector and should pursue such "a classification. It
should be understood that unlike any other classification the status of
n CO is a hard one. How can one prove to the draft board that he
is against killing and war — there is no set formula. In effect, the
draft board judges you on the sincerity of your feelings. I am sure
many of you know how hard it is to prove to someone else the degree
of your feelings ,especially to someone who thinks the opposite!
WHAT DOES A CO CLASSIFICATION MEAN
When you notify your draft board that you wish to be considered
as a CO, they will mail you a form to fill out. (by law this form
must be sent to anyone who asks for it), and you can ask for it at any
time, even if you are already in the Armed Services. On-the form you
receive you will notice that you have to choose between two alterna-
tives: "Am I willing to go into the army as a non-combatent soldier?
Or will I state that I will not go into the service at all ? If you should
sign part A, it means you are willing to go onto the Army as any
ordinary soldier, except that you will be guaranteed a non-fighting
position, (i.e., clerk, receptionist, public affairs, etc.). This CO clas-
sification is called I-A-O. If you decide to sign Part B, it means that
you will not have anything to do with the Armed Services at all and
will instead work in some other capacity for the government. This
CO classification is called a I-O. In other words, there are two types
of Conscientious Objectors, one who:
claims "exemption from combatant training and service in the
Armed forces but . . . prepared to serve in a non-combatant
capacity if called." (Selective Service Act of 1967).
and one who is:
"opposed to participation in noncombatant training and servie in
the Armed Forces . . . therefore claim exemption from both com-
batant and noncombatant training . . . but prepared to perform
civilian alternative service if called." (Selective Service Act of
1967)."
Once a CO classification is obtained it is just like being classified
I-A, except you will not be subject to the Armed Forces as others
who have a I-A, depending upon which CO position you choose.
SHOULD YOU APPLY FOR A CO
IF YOU HAVE A STUDENT DEFERMENT
Many students have remarked to me that "I feel that I am a CO
but I havs a II-now, could I apply? The best time to apply for a CO
is immediately, the longer you wait the harder it is to get. Many stu-
dents feel that it will hinder their II-S. This is absolutely false. A
CO claim will not even be looked at by your local board unless you
should loose your II-S (i.e., graduation) and become I-A. If you al-
ready have a deferment the form will be placed into your draft file and
keep dusty until you are I-A; it will not hamper in any woy your II-S
or any other deferment you might get in the future. The CO classifi-
cation is the last thing the board will notice in your file unless you
are already I-A. The reason for handing it in as soon as you feel, you
are a conscientious objector is quite important even though it will be





Review by NEAL WASSERMAN
"I was screwed by nature,"
Woody Allen in describing him-
self to us, used these words.
Allen, always wanting to be more
aggressive type comic like W. C.
Fields. He explained he is just
• incapable of it because of the way
he looks. Allen admits he can
only play a "victim" comic where
everything happens to him.
Allen plays a victim excellently
in his latest movie — "Take The
Money And Run." The film is a
pseudo-documentary format, goes
through the life of one Virgil
Stakrwell. Unfortunately for Vir-
gil, everything goes wrong and,
he is constantly going in and .out,
of jail. Whenever he is out,
(usually by escape) he is always
blundering his crimes.
The picture seems to be a take-
off on Bonnie and Clyde, but
with a meek Bonnie (Louise his
wife) and a Clod instead of a
Clyde. The movie is well paced,
excellently directed by Mr. Allen
himself. Take The Money And
Run will make a pleasant and
light hearted evening of enter-
tainment.
18-Year-Olds Vote
— Whats Your Opinion
By ARLENE ZELDIN
The first proposal for a constitutional amendment to lower the
voting age was made in 1942, and similar proposals have been put
before Congress ever since. They have failed not so much because
of fierce opposition as because there seemed no compelling reason
for action.
Now under the impact of today's teenagers, the picture has changed.
64% of adults approve the change, according to the recent pol'.
(When our parents were teenagers only 17% of the adults approved!)
The prevailing feeling seems to be that 18-year-olds, while they may
have not been ready for the vote in 1867 or 1929 or 1954, they are
ready today.
Physically, scientists say, a 1969 18-year-old is at least 3 years
ahead of an 18-year-old of 1900, because of better food and medical
care. The literacy rate for 18-21-year-olds is higher than for an older
age group. Through TV, newspapers, and magazines, teenagers now
know more about national and international affairs than their parents
ever dreamed of at a comparable age.
18-21-year-olds are already functioning as adults in many respects.
They hold responsible jobs and pay income tax, and they fight over-
seas on behalf of the United States. (29% of the Americans who have
died in Vietnam were under 21). Teenagers look at society objective1y
and unlike most adults, do not take the status quo for granted. Teen-
agers are independent. They are less likely to judge candidates and
issues on terms of political parties, but they are less rigid in their
devotion to a particular party. They tend to judge for themselves
and are not hemmed in by the views of their parents or others.
If two-thirds of both houses of congress pass a resolution to IOWCT
the voting age, and if the legislatures of 38 states ratify it, a new
amendment may be added to the constitution and you may be voting
sooner than you expect. Are YOU ready ? How do you feel about this.
Fill out the form below and return it to the Communicator office





On the evening of October 8,
this old fashioned person had the
opportunity to listen to Mr. Wal-
ter Sullivan, the New York Times
Science Editor. Mr. Sullivan
talked about the "Hopes and
Fears for the year 2000."
On the whole the talk sounded
as though it came from the book
Brave New World, by Aldous
Huxley. Not that I am in favor
of an Utopian world, and it is not
that I am in favor of mass pro-
ducing geniuses, it must be that
I am too old fashion to the vision
of life as a push-bottom xoom-
zoom world. Life should have a
little work, after all we do not'
want to become fat and lazy
with skinny fingers from push-
ing all those buttons.
Don't let me wrong, I enjoyed
this little talk about science fic-
tion. I can see no way that in
thirty years we can change our
whole transportation system, and
move all our buildings under-
ground.
Mr. Sullivan did give a fine
talk, and I do not mean to berate
him, but it is my impression that
a Utopian world isn't what this
world can take.
I oppose n
I favor D lowering the voting age to 18.
I believe 18-year-olds: ,
D Can judge the issues as well as adults
d Cannot '—":
D Should have a choice in choosing the people who set their
destiny.
Should not:
G Are more changeable and more easily influenced
D The dults
n Are not.
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14. scene of Texan heroics
15. 1966 A.L. rookie of year
16. "eye" (German)
17. Korean Gl's
18. naivow arm o fthe sea
19. "brown" (French)
20. haying appearance (suffix)








35. toy magnates' frst three
initials
36. not twice
37. ancient King of Jews
38. burns slightly
39. Japanese drama
40. to become knowledgable






50. 7 ft. African
52. wreak havoc
54. Voice of America (abb.)





61. get hitchel again
62. political group for Prohibition
63. glide
64. fresh
By MARNA EPSTEIN DOWN
1. Persian coin
2. by one's self










13. tear in cloth







30. flower of famous war
31. they fought for Father
Liberty
32. Archaic for "neough"
33. Quoth Alfred E. Newman
34. monster
35. not near
37. British ally during Revolution












53. capital of Italia





"This world is terrifying and I'm alone in it." Sounds like some-
thing that was said within the last few years, doesn't it? Actually,
that plea was delivered by a teenager in the 14th century. "A Walk
With Love and Death" is a movie dealing with some of today's prob-
lems — the generation gap, student unrest, poverty, and a meaning-
less war — with the exception that it all occurs during the Hundred
Years' War in France. Claudia and Heron weren't born in time to see
the beginning of that war and didn't live long enough to see it end.
Assaf Dayan makes an impressive debut as an actor in his por-
trayal of Heron of Foix, while Anjelica Huston is only fair as Clau-
dia. The movie was adequately directed by Anjelica's father, John
Tuston, who also has a minor role. (No, Assaf's fathr did not direct
the battle scenes.) The scenery, all shot in Austria and Italy, but not
in France, is spectacular. The castles shown are actual castles from
that period.
The theme of "A Walk With Love and Death" is reminiscent of "Ro-
meo and Juliet." Two teenagers wanting nothing but peace and happi-
ness in a world of their own. Heron meets Claudia after he decides to
leave the university and travel to the sea. At the sea, which he has
. never s.een, he plans to travel to a foreign land. After Claudia's castle
is destroyed by peasants, along with her family, Heron and Claudia
go to her uncle for help. They get none whe nthey discover that he
has joined the peasants. On the run again they are captured by a
mob of peasants, saved by a group of soldiers, cut off from the sea,
forced to return to Claudia's uncle for help again ,among other things.
After returning to her uncle's castle, they learn that he has been
killed and are forced to flee again. At this point they are being
hunted by both sides. Claudia and Heron finally take refuge in an
abbey, where it turns out they spend the rest of their lives.
I feel that the movie is one that most college age people can relate
to, the message being timeless and universal. John Huston's use of
silence as well as sound suggest the battle and tensions felt by all of
us. He never mentions any details of the war (such as causes, issues,
etc.), making them seem unimportant. He makes you wonder how the
world has survived this long and how much longer it will survive. The





Six students from this college
intend to break the fifty year old
record held for flying a kite. The
record set in 1919 at Germany;
the group will have to get'a kite
up five files. One of the six stu-
dents said, "We figure we'll need
about thirteen miles of string,
70,000 feet, and fifteen to twen-
ty kites to accomplish our goal."
The original six as they are called
came close to giving up when
they found out how much the
string cost. They originally de-
cided to see if a string manufac-
turer might finance them, since
the cost of string was estimated
at $150 to $180. However, a cor-
poration in New Jersey- decided to
donate the string. Plans call for
contacting a radar station when
it looks like they are nearing the
record. The six plan to clear the
project with the Federal Avia-
tion Administration so that a
plane wouldn't run into the kite.
If the wind dies down they are
in a lot of trouble. Several cars
are available to go after the kite
in case the string breaks. Ona
question keeps bothering the
group. Why? One of the original
six said, "I wonder what Walter




Like watermelon? There was
four thousand pounds available
just for the asking. The annual
watermelonx feast was sponsored
by the college. Students and fac-




meetings, School events, Social '
events, etc., that are to printed in
the Communicator should be sub-
mitted to mail box E-34 or the •
publications office. Our deadline
is one week after the publication
date of the last issue. Notices
should be typed, if possible, and
must contain all vital information
such as sponsor, date, time, etc.
The advisor of the club, organiza-
tion or department head should
approve all such notices.
Joseph Miklos, editor-of Glean-
ings would like talented students
at BCC to devote some of time
and talents to help ready Glean-
ing for publication this semester.






If you would like to join th^
staff of Gleanings drop a note to
Joseph Miklos, Gleanings mail box
E-40.
ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE




The. u \o Ddctii.
What's Your Excuse
By JERRY KONIECKI
Didn't hand in your last re-
port? Forget to do that terra
paper? Here are a few cop-outs:
I was kidnapped by a band of
gypsies.
I'm protesting against the war.
I was hijacked to Cuba.
I had a baby.
I got lost in the subway.
It dissolved in the air pollu-
tion.
I was stabbed and got blood
all over it.
The cops tore it up when I got
busted.
My pen ran out of ink.
I was on my honeymoon.
I had amnesia.
I have an acute case of diar-
rhea.
It was stolen by a little old
lady wearing tennis sneakers.
My little sister put it in the
garbage disposal.
My dog got sick on it.
It fell down the sewer.
I had to burn it to prevent an
epidemic.
It was devoured by locusts.
We used up all the pages ill
the Sears catalog.
The Russians stole it.
We smoked it.
I was campaigning; I'm run-
ning for mayor.
Somebody stole my crayons.
My little brother fed it to ths
goldfish.
Johnny Carson used it for his
monologue.
I left it at Spiro Agnews
house.
Cleon Jones autographed it —
it's hanging on my wall.
Draft Notes By Stavitz
(Continued from Page 4)
disregarded. If you wait until you are I-A and then request the form
the first question, the board will ask you is, "If you feel opposed to
war so much why didn't you tell us before, why have you waited until
you are I-A?
The Draft law even states that you must notify your draft board of
any information that might change your status, which means tech-
nically you would be acting illegally if you did not tell them! I reg-
istered as a CO when I registered for the draft at eighteen, it in no
way has hampered any of my other deferments.
IN CONCLUSION
If any of you are interested in becoming a CO I suggest very
strongly that you see me for counseling and do not try to go about
it by yourself, counseling is needed. To obtain a CO takes much work
and a complete understanding of the law and the procedures you
must follow. I should like to say in conclusion that this article is a
very generalized article and does not give you anything but a feeling
as to what a CO is.
All of us should look deeply into ourselves and then take a look
around us and then decide what is right!
THINGS TO KNOW
If for any reason you wish to talk with me about any informa-
tion regarding the draft or any problems you may have, please con-
tact me by: 1) writing the newspaper; 2) seeing me personally during
my counseling hours in the Student Lounge, every Monday from
11:00-1:00; 3) calling me after 6:00 PM, at 798-0135.
Ourpill.
Does it really work?
If you've ever resorted to NoDoz9 at4a.m.
the night before an exam, you've probably
been disappointed.
NoDoz, after all, is no substitute for
sleep. Neither is anything else we can
think of.
What NoDoz is is a very strong stim-
ulant. In fact, NoDoz has the strongest
stimulantyoucan buy without a prescrip-
tion.
Caffeine.
What's so strong about that?
If we may cite The Pharmacological
Basis of Therapeutics: Caffeine is a
powerful central nervous stimulant. Caf-
feine excites all portions of the central
nervous system. Caffeine stimulates all
portions of the cortex, but its main action
is on the psychic and sensory functions.
It produces a more rapid and clearer flow
of thought and allays drowsiness and
fatigue. After taking caffeine, one is ca-
pable of more sustained intellectual ef-
fort and a more perfect association of
ideas. There is also a keener apprecia-
tion of sensory stimuli.
Very interesting. But why take
NoDoz when you can get caffeine in a
cup of coffee?
Very simple. You take NoDoz all at
once instead of sipping coffee for 10 min-
utes. And if you take two NoDoz tablets,
the recommended dosage, you get twice
the caffeine in a cup of coffee.
Two tablets—isn't that likely to be
habit forming? Definitely not. NoDoz is
completely non-habit forming.
Which means it's safe to take
whether you're cramming at night. Or
about to walk into an 8 o'clock class. Or
driving somewhere (even though you're
rested) and the monotony of the road
makes you drowsy.
One last thing you should know
about NoDoz. It now comes in two forms.
Those familiar white pills you take with
water. And a'chewable tablet called
NoDoz Action Aids*. It tastes like a choc-
olate mint, but it does everything regular
NoDoz does.
And if you've managed
to stay awake this
long, you know
that's quite a lot.
•TJt*1969 Bri«tcl-M»«r« Ofc'l
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LETTERS TO SCHALFER ELECTED
THE EDITOR CHAIRMAN OF IOC
(Continued from Page 2)
tions or facts concerning the Nursing Center and curriculum, please
feel free to contact me. If I don't have the answers, I'm sure, I can
find someone who does. I am more than willing to help you with your
column and not ashamed to let my identity be known.
Brenda Wentworth, President, NCSGA
Editor's Reply:
This matter will be taken up with Nancy Nurse. Thank you for
your suggestions and your concern in this matter.
To the Editor:
Since the beginning of the Administration of Bronx Community
College, it has been their policy to give out locker according to thq
student seniority. This time, for the first time, lockers were given out
on the first come first serve basis. My question to the Editor is, ''Why
the Hell are they Weing given out this way?"
Gail Court
Editor's reply:
All complaints should be made to Dean McGrath, Dean of Admin-
istration. This newspaper supports the protest to the way lockers were




"The time has come," the Walries said
"To talk of many things;
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing wax—
Of cabbages—and kings—
And why the sea is boiling hot—•
And whether pigs have wings."
Adventures of Alice in Wonderland
By LEWIS CARROLL
VIETNAM: Recently President Nixon announced that a troop with-
drawal of 35,000 men will be realized by December of this year. This
Will bring our troop Withdrawal to a total of 60,000 men. This, stand-
ing alone, is an impressive figure. However, its impressiveness soon
diminishes when one realizes that even after this latest descalation
manuever is complete, there will still be some 473,000 Americans in
Vietnam. I ,, „ ; «
Last year there were 296,000 men drafted. This year, taking into
account President Nixon's decision to spread October's call over into
November and December (canceling the calls for those two months),
the total will be 290,000: as you can see, in spite of all the rhetoric,
the "descalation" movement and all the rest of it, the war is still
alive and thriving in Vietnam.
There have been many conjectures concerning President Nixon's
motives for these recent withdrawals (25,000 men in June and the
35,000 men withdrawal now).
Can it be that the President is trying to "honorably" desengage
us from this ugly war — as he himself promised he would do? Or,
as many think, is this a political play to buy more time for his
military men to gain a more advantageous position in Vietnam, so
that the peace talks will proceed more favorably for our side?
Many people think that the recent troop withdrawal, along with
the recent cut-back in draft calls is a play used by the President
to quiet down dissenting students on campuses and other anti-war,
peace mangers.
One is tempted to look at this assessment as a correct one. How-
ever, before passing judgment, let us see what the President's com-
plete plans are. Surely, he does not think that the American public
is so naive as to be pacified by such a potentially meaningless ges-
ture?; He cannot expect the anti-war sentiment in this country to be
so easily pacified. The President must be formulating some deep,
secret solutions . . . or something . . .
Meanwhile in
LAOS, there seems to be brewing a situation similar to the one
which was present in Vietnam four or five years ago.
We have military advisors there. American planes have been re-
ported to be adding ground offensive against communist-held posi-
tions . . . all sickeningly remiscent isn't it? Senator John Sherman
Cooper- says that the events in Laos show "a very striking similarity
to the way we became involved in Vietnam." It is evident that close
attention should be paid this situation during the coming weeks.
All in all, situations do not seem to be very much improved. It seems
that all one can do is to sit back and watch for further developments.
However, there are many people who are not satisfied to just sit back.
On November 14, there is scheduled the beginning of a new series of
anti-war demonstrations. More about these planned demonstrations
in future issues of this paper.
Continued from Page 1)
that the meetings be held every Friday at three o'clock.
The next serious point of business was the newly formed
clubs seeking funds from student government. This poses
somewhat of a problem because, there is only one thousand
dollars left in the student government treasury. At the pres-
ent time there are four newly formed clubs. The recently re-
instated Italian club asked for a budget of eight hundred and
ten dollars. There are also a possibility that other new clubs
will be formed, and will ask for other budgets. The chairman
stated that some money might come into the treasury after
The Communicator moves to the Z building. A committee of
five was set up to investigate the money, so the council can
take the steps needed so that each club is accommodated.
Second IOC
Meeting Held
The Inter-Organizational Council meeting of October 10
began with the reinstatement of the Debate Team, which
had been debarred for some time. The Debate Team re-
quested a budget of $3,000 for pre-recorded tapes, trips and
guest speakers. Since Student Government has only a lim-
ited amount of money left in its budget, the Debate Team
was given $300 for its immediate expenses.
The next order of business was giving the Italian Club
$150 to hold a dance on November 10. SIMBA was given
$75 to show a film called "The Battle of Algiers" and to
have a guest speaker. After a review of the available money
in the Student Government budget, all three clubs may re-
quest and receive additional funds.
THIS STINKS!!
Walking through the corridors of BCC the common statement of
students when asked what they thought of the Communicator was
that "it stinks." Seeking to find out why it was deemed so distasteful,
it was discovered that the students are not satisfied wih the type of
aricles placed in the paper, and the amount of attention given to
certain topics, such as the War.
Though officially there are 25 staff members, it is not often that
you will find more than nine "regulars" in the office working indus-
triously. The paper may not appeal to BCC's students, but in a Na-
tion Wide College Press Competition, sponsored by the Columbia
Scholastic Press, the Communicator took second place, also in the As-
sociated Press competition we came in third.
The biggest problem facing the Communicator is not the people
working for the paper, but what they are battling—Student Apathy.
Though we complain that the paper is not "putting out," it is really
the student body that i& not working. There are no criticisms or sug-
gestions directed to the staff so that they might try o beter them-
selves.
The complaint of many students ranging from the age of 18 up to
21, is that they don't have enough rights or the means to get their
point across. Here we have a paper, its name The Communicator, all
we need is to hear from you.
You, as a student or member of the faculty, can write for The
Communicator. The rules are not rigid. There is no tight censorship.
It is not necessary to have every comma in the right place. What we
want is to communicate.
Write an article about your feeling about the war, styles, religions
or anything concerning us now. Here is a media that can help unite
the student body. It can inform those who don't know what's going
on as to where it's at and what "it" is. We can encourage involve-
ment only by expanding knowledge. It is not too late to join The
Communicator. If you feel you cannot write, drop a note in the office;
we will interview you. If the leaders of the clubs, for instance, Simba,
would write or tell the press what their aims are and how they are
progressing, they might be received more enthusiastically by moro
of the students. The only way we learn anything is to be told. Let us
hear from you.
FROM THE EDITOR
I am using this space up to get an important message across to all
students and faculty. Communicator has a limited staff. We are not
professionals. I urge all clubs to submit announcements about meet-
ings. I urge interested students to write for our news staff. I also
would like to receive notice about all events occurring in the school,




If you expect to graduate in
January, 1970, you must report
to the Registrar's Office, Room
135, Main Building; or to the
Evening Division Office in the
High School of Science Building
or to the Nursing Center Office,
Room 1S15, to fill out your Can-
didate for Degree Card. The dead-
line for completion of your Can-
didate for Degree Card is Fri-
day, October 31, 1969. Candidate
for Degree Cards will not be ao
cepted after this date.
FREE JAZZ CONCERT
The Palmer Lampkin Sextet
will give the first of a series of
jazz concerts in the BCC audito-
rium on Thursday, October 23,
at 8 PM. Admission is free and
the public is invited.
MOVIE
On Oct. 22 there will be a
movie shown at the Nursing
Center auditorium at 8:30 PM.
"Dark at the Top of the Stairs"
is the scheduled feature.
College Choir
The Bronx Community College
and Community Choir still has
openings for singers ^specially
men. Please see Mr. Hamell in
the Auditorium Mondays and
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0^^549-4490
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What famous sport's figure can bunt a ball with his head, kick 30
yards for a goal, and dribble a football over 50 yards with his feet?
The one person who can accomplish all these feats is "Pele," the
world's greatest soccer player.
The Santos team of Brazil is not the only team fortunate enough
.to have a champion working for it. Coaching our new soccer team
is Mr. Gus Constantine, who coached for New York City Community
College in 1964, when they won the regional tournament. Mr. Con-
stantine hopes that in a few seasons, BCC will be able to win tb.3
same title as his old team did, that of regional champs.
Mr. Constantine has 2 goals ahead of him, to both train and teach.
Out of 20 crusaders, only 3 have had any high school soccer playing
experience. One player.whom Coach Constantine has great hopes for,
is half back, and co-captain, Winston Fell. Coach Constantine told this
reporter that Fell shows much promise as all American material.
The continuous action of a soccer match, causes many spectators
to believe that soccer is a very easy game to learn, with only a few
rules. This is a mistaken notion. Learning and following the rules of
soccer requires as much, if not more time than any of the other Olym-
pic sports played in the United States.
In their second game, the crusaders proved that they are really
taking Coach Constantine's teaching seriously. One referee, who had
ibeen at both games remarked that he saw good improvement in only
3 off-sides being called against BCC in the whole game.
In this second game, against Kingsborough CC, there was also an
improvement in score. Holding their own in the first half 0 to 0, Kings-
borough was able to score only 3 goals in the second half, to make it
a 3-0 ball game.
The crusaders showed even greater playing improvement and abil-
ity, in their third game against Queensborough CC. During the first
three-quarters, the score was held down by both teams at 0 to 0.
In the last quarter, during the final 5 minutes, both teams raced to
score that one goal that would win the ballgame. On the BCC side,
Dennis Warren made a spectacular kick which was stopped from be-
yng a goal by a terrific "save" play by the Queensborough goalie. In
the last 2 minutes of the game, the winning goal was scored when
the left fullback fell on the we tturf, allowing Queensborough to get
through to score, making it a 1-0 • ballgame. Even so, the BCC cru-
saders should be congratulated on the terrific fight they put up in
their game, against Queensborough CC.
Speaking to team manager Al Huie, he told this reporter that
BCC stands a good chance of victory against the Academy of Aero-
nautics, in their next game, Saturday, Oct. 18. The big game against
the champion team of New York City Communnty College has been
postponed till Tuesday, Oct. 21. This game will be the only home
game of the season. It will be held at Harris Field, near Lehman Col-
lege. Admission is free and cheerleaders are expected to be there,
hope to see you there also. Game time is 3:00 PM.
BOWLING
RESULTS
The bowling Intramural was
held last week with a total of 13
women and 23 men competing
for first place.
The winner of the girls cham-
pionship for the Fall of 1969
was Susan Chin with a 10+127=
267. Second place went to Deana
Chin with a two game total of
203.
In the men's division Alfred
Huie led the bowlers with a
185+214=403 total. Second plac?
went to Cosmo Guerriello for the
second year in a row with a 379.
Trophies were presented to the
winners by Mr. Len Braxton, the
Men's Varsity Bowling Coach.
The next intramural event will
be on Thursday, November 6 —
The event will be Volleyball —
Male — 6 players. Co-ed 3 mala
and 3 female.
All entries must be returned
to BM11 before November 4,1969.
BOWLING
TRYOUTS
Varsity Bowling team tryouts
are currently underway. If you
are interested, see Mr. Braxton
in Room BM3. Practice sessions
are held at Stadium Lanes at 161
Street and River Avenue in the
Bronx, on Thursday f from 12-2
PM and on Saturday from 10-12
AM.
Announcements
All matriculated male students
interested in Cross country. See






Saturday 10-12 Noon __
BOWLING
Thursday 12-2 PM
Saturday ,. 10-12. Noon
SWMMING
Monday 4-6 PM
Wednesday . 4-6 PM
Friday 4-6 PM





















Monday to Friday 3:30-5 PM Van Cortlandt Pk. Field #L
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL









6-8 PM . Nursing Center
GRAPPLER
GROANING
Wrestler Larry Jones Doing His Thing. ,
By FRED SCHAFLER
Any student entering the gymnasium during wrestling practice*
doesn't have to be told what is going on. The floors shake, walls trem*
ble, while grunting and groaning can be heard in the brackground.
When I asked coach Mitch Wenzell how come the team is workings
out so hard, he replied, "Grumble, we'll destroy any team we wrestle,
This year I want to go undefeated." When coach Wenzell said destroy.,
he wasn't kidding. The heaviest wrestler on the team is a mere 350 lbs«
of pure muscle. ii !
The team practice starts off with a two mile run around Jacoby
Hospital. When the team finally finishes their run and stumble intdl
the gymnasium, coach Wenzell says, with a smile on his face, tima
for calisthenics. After calisthenics the wrestler can just about move*
yet practice isn't over. Now comes the hardest part, contact wrestling}




As the start of the competitive
swimming season draws near,
Coach Wong was asked to com-
ment on the progress being made
by his swimmers. "I'm pleased
with the way in which our swim-
mers have steadily improved
since coming out for the team.
My main concern is the lack of
depth. Scoring in swimming is
such that five points are award-
ed for first place, three points
for second, and one point for
third place. We are able to cover
most of the twelve events with
one good swimmer, however,
without a second swimmer we are
forced to practically give away
a second and third place to our
opponents. Under these condi-
tions, it doesn't take many first
place finishes to win the meet.
If we continue to add new mem-
bers to the team, particularly in
the free style events as well as
the diving events, I think that
the "Water Buffalos" as they
are affectionately known, will
more than hold their own in com-
petition.
The welcome mat is out to all
matriculated male students who
would like to come out for the
team. The man to contact is coach
Wong in Room BM8. The time






with plastic frame $4 ($7.95 value)
Send any black & white or color photo
up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the
name "Swingline" cut from any
Swingline stapler or staple refill package
to: Poster-Mart, P. 0. Box 165,
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
check or money order (no C.O.D.'s) in
the amount of $2.00 for each blow-up;
$4.00 for blow-up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable. Original
material returned undamaged. Satisfac-





The world's largest selling
stapler yet no larger than a
pack of gum. ONLY 9t( with 1000 FREE staples!
THE GREAT NEW
SWINGLINE
DESK STAPLERS
ONLY $1.69 each.
With 1000 staples
only $1.98 each.
Cirt.K.Y. IIWIJ
